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Lts seen from the labor force survey conducted by the Palestinian central bureuu of 
statistics, we have l 5% of adult women in the labor force. While 6:i~ ~ \.ii adult 
men are in the. labor force. Assume that the percentage cf adult women in the 
Palestinian society is 4SP;(; and therefore the percentage of adult men is 55%. 

a) find the percentage of adults in the Labor force 
b) lf a person israndomly selected ar·.J it was found that this rerson js in t he labor 

Iorce , rind the probability that this µ•::rson is 11 female .: - 
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) = 0.3, P(D) = 0 ... 1. Find pr /\uB,\ in 'lie 1-< 11 .: . (a) ~r A d · \ J l J. ll\\l!li!. cases 
a 

1 11. an B are independent ~· 
(b) HA and 8 are mutually exclusive. 
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e) An Internet company rs interested in estimating their potential market in 
Palestine among households. As you might know, a household can be eligible 
for Internet connection if it is connected with the telephone network and owns 
a computer at the same time. Knowing that we have 4,W,-107 households in 
Palestine, estimate the size of the potential market for the Internet Company. 
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a) find the probability a household owns a computer? 
b) If a household is connected with lhe telephone network, find the probability 

that the household owns a computer. 
c) Find the probability that a household o wns a computer mid connected with the 

telephone network at the same time. 
d) Are the even ls of computer ownership and telephone connection independent? 

Exp! ain your answer. 

144 
216 

16 
24 

Yes 
No 

Do you have a telephone connection? 

owns a computer 
Yes No 

Q#J~ A sample of 400 households from the Wes! H;ink and Cin7.a were asked if ll1cy 
were connected wtth the telephone net work and if they own a computer or not. 
The answers of the survey are summarized in the following table: 
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Q# 4: A sample of 20 students from GZU produced a GP/\ (Grade Point Average) or 
78 and standard deviation of 5 points. 
(a) Construct 95% confidence interval for the GPA of DZU students. 
(b)What is the error in your estimation. 
(c) ff the error is to be less than 1 point what would be the sample size. 
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Qf/5: The wages of Palestinian workers according to liie P::ik;:;tinirir, central bc,1rnc or 
statistics has a mean of 60 NiS per day with standard deviation of l 5 NlS 
Find: 
a) The: percentage of workers with wages above 65 NIS. 
b) Between 50 and 72 NIS. 
c) The workers with lower 5% of the wages are considered poor. And· those 

with the upper 5% of the wages are considered rich. Find the wage below 
which a worker is considered poor and above which the worker is 
considered rich. 
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5- A company claims that a certain electrical component they produce is designed to 
provide a mean service li:e_~()f300Q hours, with a standard deviario!_l_Qf_!Q.Q)rnurs. 
A customer group is interested in testing this claim. Hence a simple random sample 
of 50 components were tested and they produced a sample mean of 27 50 hours 
Does this provide sufficient evidence to indicate the mean life time is less than 3000 
hours? Test using a..=0.05. What is the P-value of the rest? 
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6- A researcher is trying to estimate the average length of stay of patients in a certain 
hospital. Suppose that the standard deviation of length ofstay of patients in the 
hospital is known to be 1.5 d~ys. What would be the sample needed for estimating 
the average length of sfiYwith a margin of error E=0.2 days .assuming 
a) 95% confidence level ·-·-·-~--. 
b) 99% confidence level. 
c) If the researcher have 3 days standard deviation for the length of stay instead of 
1. 5 days. What would be the sample size? 
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8~ The mean GPA of BZU .students in l 994 was 75. If a sample of 20 'students 
produced a GP A of 78 and a standard deviation cf 5 points. Suppose that the GP As 
of students are normally distributed, can we conclude that tb~_GP A of BZU 
students has increased. Test this claim using 0.05 level of siunificance. -----·----~---:." ._, 
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9- If production process claims that the percentage of defective components is usually 
10%. ff the percentage of defectives exceeds l 0% the production process will be 
shut down for calibration. A quality contr_()J_!n~p~ctor __ gbtained. a ... 20 defective 
~gE:JpOn~nt~_).D .... ~L!~l!.9.<:?E2 __ s_~~_pJ~ QJ.~Q__c..Q@PSll:!~nts __ fro11L!JLe_.pLo.du.c1ion.pro.~ess. 
Does-the quality control inspector have enough evidence to shut down the 
production line? Tesr your hypothesis using 0.05 significance level. What is the P 
value of the test? 


